1. Introduction
===============

Ischaemic coronary artery disease (CAD), caused by destabilization and subsequent rupture of atherosclerotic plaques, is predicted to remain the leading cause of death.[@cvz212-B1] Although the complex process of plaque development is incompletely understood, wall shear stress (WSS) is known to play a key role. WSS is a biomechanical metric that describes the frictional force between blood flow and the endothelial cells covering the arterial wall. Both pre-clinical and clinical studies showed an intricate role of WSS in (advanced) plaque development since both low and high WSS have been associated with plaque growth and destabilization.[@cvz212-B2] To further elucidate the role of WSS in coronary atherosclerosis, longitudinal imaging studies are crucial. Moreover, since most studies only use time-averaged WSS (TAWSS) as a descriptor of disturbed blood flow, the multidirectionality of blood flow, induced by its pulsatile nature in combination with the three-dimensional geometry, is not taken into account. Therefore, in recent years, new WSS metrics have been developed to capture this multidirectional flow behaviour: the oscillatory shear index (OSI), relative residence time (RRT), transverse WSS (transWSS), and its normalized version: the cross-flow index (CFI) (*Table [1](#cvz212-T1){ref-type="table"}*). The role of TAWSS, RRT, and OSI was demonstrated in a number of studies.[@cvz212-B9]^,^[@cvz212-B12]^,^[@cvz212-B13]^,^[@cvz212-B15] However, transWSS and CFI have not been investigated before in a longitudinal imaging study with histopathology. Since patient studies do not allow for multiple invasive imaging procedures and the collection of coronary tissue, we employed a highly relevant porcine model of familial hypercholesterolaemia[@cvz212-B18] to study the effect of multidirectional WSS on plaque development. By using adult, full-grown pigs, we excluded the influence of growth-related changes in the geometry of the coronaries, important for serial assessment of WSS and plaque size. Serial, multimodality invasive imaging, combined with a detailed histological analysis enabled us to comprehensively compare five different (multidirectional) WSS metrics to assess how multidirectional WSS affects both plaque initiation and progression.

###### 

Overview of the (multidirectional) shear stress metrics

  Shear stress metric                       Description                                                                            References
  ----------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------
  Time-averaged wall shear stress (TAWSS)   Shear stress averaged over the cardiac cycle                                           [@cvz212-B10] ^,^ [@cvz212-B11]
  Oscillatory shear index (OSI)             Ratio between backward and forward going shear stress                                  [@cvz212-B9]
  Relative residence time (RRT)             Relative time that a blood particle resides at a certain location at the vessel wall   [@cvz212-B12]
  Transverse wall shear stress (transWSS)   Shear stress vector in perpendicular direction to the main flow direction              [@cvz212-B13]
  Cross-flow index (CFI)                    The transWSS normalized for the time-averaged wall shear stress                        [@cvz212-B14]

2. Methods
==========

A detailed description of the surgery protocol, anaesthesia and euthanasia, blood and tissue processing, computational modelling and of the histology, imaging, and WSS analysis is provided in the [Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *Methods*. The animal protocol was approved by the local animal ethics committee of the Erasmus MC (DEC EMC109-14-10) and the study was performed according to the National Institutes of Health guide for the care and use of Laboratory animals.[@cvz212-B19] At the age of 34 ± 3 months, familial-hypercholesterolaemic Bretonchelles Meishan pigs[@cvz212-B18] (*n* = 10, castrated males) were put on a high-fat diet (10% lard and 0.75% cholesterol, the National Institute of Agronomic Research, France) that was given in restricted amounts to maintain a constant weight. At 3 months of high-fat diet (T~1~), the three-dimensional geometry of the coronary arteries was assessed by computed tomography angiography (CTA). Subsequently, an invasive imaging procedure was conducted in which near-infrared spectroscopy--intravascular ultrasound (NIRS-IVUS), and optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging were used to assess the coronary plaque size and composition in all three main coronary arteries (i.e. left anterior descending, left circumflex, and right coronary artery). Furthermore, invasive local Doppler-derived flow velocity measurements were obtained at multiple locations in between the side branches in the coronaries. This imaging procedure was repeated at 9 (T~2~) and 10--12 months (T~3~) for all pigs. At the last imaging time point, the animals were sacrificed by an overdose of pentobarbital followed by exsanguination by removal of the heart. The coronary arteries were collected from the heart and used for histological analysis. All 3-mm coronary segments were classified according to the adjusted American Heart Association classification[@cvz212-B20] \[i.e. no plaque, intimal thickening, intimal xanthoma, pathological intimal thickening, and fibrous cap atheroma (FCA)\]. Furthermore, the lipid, macrophage, and necrotic core content of each segment were quantified (see [Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *Methods* for more details on the staining and histological analysis methods).

For the computation of WSS at T~1~ and T~2~, the coronary arteries were three-dimensional reconstructed by fusion of IVUS-derived lumen and wall contours of either T~1~ or T~2~, with the three-dimensional CTA-derived centreline (see [Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *Methods* for a detailed description of three-dimensional reconstruction methodology). This resulted in a luminal surface and provided information on the local wall thickness (WT) distribution (*Figure [1](#cvz212-F1){ref-type="fig"}A*). The reconstructed lumen surface together with the local velocity measurements served as input to compute the (multidirectional) WSS metrics at both time points, using computational fluid dynamics.

![Methodology of WSS calculation and analysis, and the relationship between local (multidirectional) WSS levels and the subsequent plaque growth rate in both plaque initiation and progression. (*A*) IVUS (pink) and computed tomography (white) contours were fused to reconstruct the grey lumen surface. This surface, together with local flow measurements between the side branches (three examples shown), was used as input for computational fluid dynamics (CFD), resulting in local WSS values (yellow = high; blue = low). (*B*) From the three-dimensional reconstructions, a two-dimensional map of the WSS levels at T~1~ and T~2~ and of the WT (T~1~--T~3~) was created. For the analysis, the artery was divided in 3 mm/45° sectors. (*C*) The mean (±SD) WT at T~1~--T~3~ in advanced-diseased (AD) (*n* = 1893 sectors at T~1~ and T~2~ and *n* = 1240 sectors at T~3~) and mildly-diseased (MD) (*n* = 1755 sectors) pigs with two representative IVUS frames from T~3~ (red contour = lumen; green contour = vessel wall). \**P* \< 0.05 compared to T1, ^\#^*P* \< 0.05 compared to T~2~ (statistics: two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance with Bonferroni *post hoc*). (*D*) The effect of low/mid/high levels of the respective WSS metrics on the subsequent plaque growth rate (estimated mean ± SEM) in plaque initiation (T~1~--T~2~) and plaque progression (T~2~--T~3~). *Important to note*: for the AD pigs, the T~2~--T~3~ data are derived from three (instead of five) pigs (*n* = 1240 sectors), which means that the analysis of a difference in the relation between T~1~--T~2~ and T~2~--T~3~ (^\$^) could only be performed in these three animals. \**P* \< 0.05 compared to the low tertile; ^\#^*P* \< 0.05 compared to the mid tertile; ^\$^*P* \< 0.05 compared to T~1~--T~2~ in the same tertile (statistics: linear mixed effects model). CFI, cross-flow index; OSI, oscillatory shear index; RRT, relative-residence time; TAWSS, time-averaged WSS; transWSS, transverse WSS.](cvz212f1){#cvz212-F1}

For analysis, all arteries were divided into 3-mm segments of 45° (sectors) (*Figure [1](#cvz212-F1){ref-type="fig"}B*), a division that was chosen to ensure maximal overlap of the T~1~ and T~2~ data, even in the presence of small registration errors (max ±1 IVUS frame) but at the same time to maximally account for spatial heterogeneity. For each individual artery, the WSS metrics at T~1~ and T~2~ were divided into artery-specific tertiles (low, mid, and high) ([Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *[Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*).

IVUS data of T~2~ and T~3~ were matched based on anatomical landmarks to the IVUS data at T~1~ to assess, at each location, changes in plaque size (i.e. plaque growth). All data on plaque growth (ΔWT T~1~ → T~2~ = WT--T~2~ − WT--T~1~; ΔWT T~2~ → T~3~ = WT--T~3~ − WT--T~2~) were expressed as ΔWT per month on high-fat diet between the respective time points. The used matching method enabled projection of T~2~ WSS on the T~1~ WSS maps, whereby permitting assessment of locations with sustained low WSS or sustained high WSS. Locations were classified as 'sustained' when the WSS remained either 'low' or 'high' at both T~1~ and T~2~.

NIRS-IVUS, OCT images and histology data derived at the last imaging time point were also matched to the T~1~ IVUS images, again based on anatomical landmarks to establish the relationship between WSS at T~1~ and eventual plaque composition at the last imaging time point (see [Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *Methods* for further details).

2.1 Statistics
--------------

IBM SPSS Statistics (version 24.0) software was used for statistical analysis. Normally distributed data are shown as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and statistical difference was determined with repeated measures analysis of variance with Bonferroni *post hoc* testing. Statistical differences in frequency distributions were assessed using a χ^2^ test. Non-normally distributed data are presented as median (interquartile range) and statistical difference was determined with a Mann--Whitney *U* test. Statistical analysis of the relationship between plaque growth and WSS was performed using a linear mixed-effects model, with WSS (low, mid, and high), as fixed factor and the individual vessel as random factor, adjusting for cholesterol levels. The Bonferroni correction was applied to adjust for multiple comparisons between the WSS tertiles. For comparison of the WSS effect on plaque progression between T~1~--T~2~ and T~2~--T~3~, time was added as a repeated measure factor to this same model. In all figures that display the association between plaque growth or composition and the five WSS-metrics, the estimated means and standard errors derived from these models are displayed. A *P*-value \<0.05 was regarded as significant.

3. Results
==========

Of the 10 pigs, one pig died during feeding, a day after the invasive imaging procedure at T~2~, due to a presumed myocardial infarction. One pig had to be sacrificed between T~2~ and T~3~ due to an acute thrombotic occlusion of a femoral artery. Data of these pigs have been included in the analysis; although imaging information at T~3~ is missing. For analysis of the relation between T~1~ WSS metrics and eventual plaque composition, T~2~ was considered as T~last~ for these two pigs. For the other pigs, T~3~ equalled T~last~. In total, 30 vessels relating to 3648 3 mm/45° sectors were analysed.

3.1 Advanced-diseased and mildly-diseased pigs
----------------------------------------------

Although all pigs had the same mutation and were fed the same diet, five of the 10 pigs developed large, lumen intruding coronary plaques \[plaque burden (PB) \>40%\] \[advanced-diseased pigs, ADs\] within 9 months, while the other five pigs only developed limited atherosclerosis (PB \< 40%) within 12 months of follow-up (mildly-diseased pigs, MDs). The observed PB at the last imaging time point was 35% (12--77%) for the ADs and 16% (8--34%) for the MDs \[median (range)\]. The two groups of pigs showed no difference in weight \[MDs: 91 kg (80--94) vs. ADs 82 kg (68--94) (*P* = 0.33)\] and in cholesterol, LDL, HDL levels \[10.4 mmol/L (9.2--12.1) vs. 10.5 mmol/L (9.8--18.3) (*P* = 0.54); 2.8 mmol/L (2.5--4.2) vs. 3.0 mmol/L (2.3--3.5) (*P* = 0.79); 8.5 mmol/L (7.1--9.8) vs. 9.2 mmol/L (8.1--16.6) (*P* = 0.33) in MD vs. AD, respectively\]. Because of the large difference in plaque development, the subsequent results will be presented separately for both groups.

3.2 Low and multidirectional WSS result in a high coronary plaque growth rate, both in plaque initiation and plaque progression
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Overall, the ADs demonstrated a significant increase of the average WT over the three imaging time points (T~1~--T~3~) (*P* \< 0.001), which was less pronounced, but also significant in the MDs (*P* \< 0.001) (*Figure [1](#cvz212-F1){ref-type="fig"}C*). There was no difference in absolute WSS values between the AD and MD pigs at T~1~. At T~2~, the OSI, RRT, and CFI levels were slightly higher in the MD than in the AD pigs ([Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *[Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*). In general, the plaque growth rate was higher between T~2~ and T~3~ than between T~1~ and T~2~ for both AD and MD pigs (*Figure [1](#cvz212-F1){ref-type="fig"}D*).

In the AD pigs, coronary sectors exposed to low TAWSS or high multidirectional WSS (OSI, RRT, CFI, or transWSS) at T~1~ exhibited a significantly higher initial plaque growth per month between T~1~ and T~2~ than regions with higher (TAWSS) or lower (multidirectional metrics) WSS levels (*P* \< 0.05). The same significant relations were seen for the plaque progression rate (T~2~--T~3~), except for the transWSS (*Figure [1](#cvz212-F1){ref-type="fig"}D*). Also in the MDs, low TAWSS and high RRT levels were related to the fastest initial plaque growth (T~1~--T~2~) and plaque progression (T~2~--T~3~). High OSI levels promoted plaque progression, but not initiation in the MDs. For CFI and transWSS, no relation with plaque growth was observed in the MDs (*Figure [1](#cvz212-F1){ref-type="fig"}D*).

Besides the effect of WSS values at a single time point, we also assessed what the relation was between sustained low or high WSS and the plaque growth rate during plaque initiation and progression. In plaque initiation, in the ADs, the plaque growth rate was highest in regions with initial (T~1~) low TAWSS, that over time changed to high TAWSS (at T~2~) (ΔWT T~1~ → T~2~: 0.073 ± 0.008 mm/month; *n* = 94, 5%), also compared to regions with persistently low TAWSS (0.038 ± 0.008 mm/month; *n* = 361, 19%) (*Figure [2](#cvz212-F2){ref-type="fig"}*). Besides, also regions with initial (T~1~) high OSI, RRT, or CFI and subsequently (T~2~) low multidirectional WSS presented with the highest plaque growth rate. For the MD pigs, similar results were obtained, but only for the TAWSS and RRT. Subsequently, we assessed in these same regions what the plaque progression was between T~2~ and T~3~. Both in the ADs and MDs, in regions with initial low and subsequently high TAWSS, the plaque growth rate between T~2~ and T~3~ was lowest (*Figure [2](#cvz212-F2){ref-type="fig"}*). The highest plaque progression rate was observed in regions with low TAWSS at T~2~, independent of the T~1~ TAWSS levels. For the multidirectional WSS metrics, no clear relations were observed between sustained WSS and the plaque growth rate (T~2~--T~3~), except for low RRT levels at T~2~ which appeared leading in very limited plaque growth.

![The long-term effect of sustained or changed levels of (multidirectional) WSS on the plaque growth rate in advanced-diseased (AD) and mildly-diseased (MD) pigs. The plaque growth rate during plaque initiation (T~1~--T~2~) and plaque progression (T~2~--T~3~) in regions with either sustained low (L), low turning to high (H), high turning to low, or sustained high WSS between T~1~ and T~2~. Analysis is depicted for all WSS metrics (TAWSS, OSI, RRT, CFI, and transWSS\]. Number of analysed sectors: for AD pigs T~1~--T~2~: *n* = 1893 and T~2~--T~3~: *n* = 1240; for MD pigs: *n* = 1755. \**P* \< 0.05 compared to sustained low; ^\#^*P* \< 0.05 compared to low (T~1~)/high (T~2~); ^\$^*P* \< 0.05 compared to high (T~1~)/low (T~2~) (statistics: linear mixed effects model).](cvz212f2){#cvz212-F2}

The positive predictive values (PPVs) of the T~1~ WSS metrics for plaque presence (WT \>0.5 mm) at T~last~ in the AD pigs were 48% (low TAWSS), 45% (high OSI), 47% (high RRT), 45% (high CFI), and 40% (high transWSS). Regions with low TAWSS co-locate with high OSI in 396/624 sectors (63%). Co-localization of low TAWSS and high CFI occurs in 354/624 sectors (57%). Combination of low TAWSS and high OSI resulted in a PPV of 50% for plaque presence. The PPV for low TAWSS and high CFI for plaque presence was 49%. The combination of all three metrics resulted in a PPV of 50%. In the MD pigs, a predictive value analysis could not be applied since only six sectors (of the total of 1755 sectors) presented with a WT \>0.5 mm at T~last~.

3.3 The development of OCT lipid-rich plaques and NIRS-positive plaques was most often preceded by low and multidirectional WSS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Analysis of the NIRS signal at T~last~ (*Figure [3](#cvz212-F3){ref-type="fig"}A*) showed that the MDs presented with only six NIRS-positive sectors from three different arteries, while the ADs demonstrated 33 NIRS-positive sectors derived from six arteries. The NIRS positive sectors of the ADs were most frequently preceded by low TAWSS (*P* = 0.10), or high OSI (*P* \< 0.05), RRT (*P* = 0.08) or CFI (*P* \< 0.05) at T~1~ (*Figure [3](#cvz212-F3){ref-type="fig"}B*). Only transWSS showed no relation at all with NIRS-positive plaque development in the ADs.

![Association between T~1~ WSS levels and final plaque composition detected by OCT and NIRS in advanced-diseased (AD) pigs at T~last~. (*A*) OCT and NIRS analysis method on an imaginary two-dimensional map: all NIRS or OCT *positive* 3 mm/45° sectors were selected. Within these positive regions, the percentage of positive sectors that was preceded by one of the WSS tertiles was quantified. (*B*) The percentage of NIRS-positive sectors (*n* = 33) that was preceded by low (black bars), mid (grey bars), or high (white bars) levels of the respective T~1~ WSS tertiles (TAWSS, OSI, RRT, CFI, and transWSS). \**P* \< 0.05 for the overall relations (statistics: χ^2^ test). (*C*) Example images of fibrous, lipid-rich, and fibrous cap atheroma (arrowhead) plaques on OCT. *n*, number of sectors of ADs presenting with each respective plaque classification at T~last~. (*D*) The percentage of sectors presenting with fibrous or lipid-rich plaque that was preceded by low (black bars), mid (grey bars), or high (white bars) levels of the respective WSS metrics. Fibrous plaques displayed no significant relation (*P* = ns). \**P* \< 0.05 for the overall relations (statistics: χ^2^ test).](cvz212f3){#cvz212-F3}

For the OCT analysis (*Figure [3](#cvz212-F3){ref-type="fig"}A*), tw*o* pullbacks from T~last~ had to be excluded due to bad image quality or technical problems. From the remaining pullbacks at T~last~, 668 sectors from 14 arteries of the ADs and 66 sectors from 10 arteries of the MDs showed plaque presence. In the ADs, the plaque positive sectors were characterized as either a fibrous (*n* = 196), lipid-rich (*n* = 469), or OCT-detected FCA (lipid-pool) (*n* = 3) plaque (*Figure [3](#cvz212-F3){ref-type="fig"}C*). Since the OCT-FCAs (with lipid-pool) were scarce, no statistical analysis and thus no WSS analysis could be performed on this plaque type. The development of a fibrous plaque showed no relation with T~1~ WSS levels in both types of pigs (*Figure [3](#cvz212-F3){ref-type="fig"}D* and [Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *[Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*). In contrast, the development of OCT lipid-rich plaques was most frequently preceded by low and multidirectional WSS in the ADs (*P* \< 0.05) (*Figure [3](#cvz212-F3){ref-type="fig"}D*). This relation was confirmed for OSI, CFI, and transWSS in the MDs, despite the low number of lipid-rich plaques in this group (*n* = 45) ([Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *[Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}*).

3.4 Low and multidirectional WSS promoted the development of advanced histological plaque types
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For a detailed analysis of the association between histological plaque classification, composition, and T~1~ WSS levels, 190 3-mm segments (15 arteries) from ADs and 145 3-mm segments (13 arteries) derived from MDs could be reliably matched with the invasive imaging data. In the MDs, of all WSS metrics, only TAWSS showed a significant association with histological plaque type, with relatively the most advanced plaques in regions with low TAWSS compared to regions with mid- or high TAWSS (*P* = 0.049) ([Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *[Figure S2A](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}* and *B*). In the ADs, this TAWSS relation was more pronounced (*P* = 0.003), and also regions with high OSI and high RRT displayed a more advanced plaque phenotype than regions with lower OSI or RRT levels (*P* \< 0.05). For transWSS and CFI, no relation with plaque type was observed (*Figure [4](#cvz212-F4){ref-type="fig"}B*). The PPVs of the respective WSS metrics for the presence of an FCA in the ADs were 61% (low TAWSS), 58% (high OSI), 61% (high RRT), 59% (high CFI), and 49% (high transWSS).

![Relation between histological plaque classification and T~1~ (multidirectional) WSS levels in the advanced-disease pigs pigs. (*A*) Histological examples of plaques according to the revised American Heart Association plaque classification. (*B*) Distribution of the plaque types over regions with preceding low, mid, or high levels of the respective WSS metrics (TAWSS, OSI, RRT, CFI, and transWSS). *P*-value is for the overall relations (statistics: χ^2^ test).](cvz212f4){#cvz212-F4}

A more detailed analysis of the plaque composition in the ADs supported these results. We observed that in regions with low (TAWSS) and multidirectional WSS (RRT and CFI), plaques presented with the largest lipid and macrophage area (*P* \< 0.05) (*Figure [5](#cvz212-F5){ref-type="fig"}A* and *B*). High OSI levels showed a positive trend for increased lipid content. For the necrotic core area, low TAWSS and high RRT levels resulted in twice as large necrotic cores compared to regions with higher TAWSS or lower RRT (*Figure [5](#cvz212-F5){ref-type="fig"}C*). TransWSS showed no relation with plaque composition (*P* = NS). For the MDs, no significant relation was observed between any of the WSS metrics and plaque composition ([Supplementary material online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, *Figure [2](#cvz212-F2){ref-type="fig"}C*).

![The effect of T~1~ (multidirectional) WSS levels on final histological plaque composition in advanced-diseased pigs. (*A--C*) The absolute lipid (Oil-red-O staining, red = lipid) (*A*), macrophage (CD68 staining, brown = macrophages) (*B*) or necrotic core (Miller staining, purple = collagen) (*C*) area (example positive staining indicated in yellow) preceded by low, mid, or high levels of one of the five WSS metrics (mean ± SD) (TAWSS, OSI, RRT, CFI, and transWSS). \**P* \< 0.05 vs. low tertile of the respective WSS metric; ^\#^*P* \< 0.05 vs. mid tertile (statistics: linear mixed effects model).](cvz212f5){#cvz212-F5}

4. Discussion
=============

In the present study, we used a serial, multimodality imaging protocol in conjunction with histological analyses to assess the influence of (multidirectional) WSS on the natural initiation and progression of coronary atherosclerotic plaques in a unique adult familial hypercholesterolaemia pig model. This study design enabled for the first time a comprehensive comparison of five (multidirectional) WSS metrics for their influence on plaque progression and composition changes. The results of the study are summarized in *Table [2](#cvz212-T2){ref-type="table"}* and demonstrated that: (i) plaque initiation and plaque progression are associated with low TAWSS and high levels of multidirectional WSS, both in mildly-diseased and advanced-diseased pigs, with the most pronounced relations in the latter group; (ii) the greatest plaque growth rate was observed in regions with initial low TAWSS, turning into high TAWSS at T~2~, while for multidirectional WSS, no clear differences in plaque growth rate were observed between regions with either sustained or changing WSS levels; (iii) plaques with a vulnerable composition, as observed in the AD pigs, most often developed in regions with low TAWSS and high levels of OSI, RRT, and CFI, while transWSS was not related to plaque composition; and (iv) all multidirectional WSS metrics, except transWSS, have a good PPV for development of plaque, and an even better predictive value for the development of FCA.

###### 

Overview of all WSS metrics that influence plaque growth or plaque composition

                                           Advanced-diseased pigs                                                       Mildly-diseased pigs
  ---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------
  Plaque growth rate (initiation phase)    Low TAWSSHigh OSI, RRT, or CFISustained low TAWSSSustained high OSI or RRT   Low TAWSSHigh RRTSustained low TAWSSSustained high RRT
                                                                                                                        
  Plaque growth rate (progression phase)   Low TAWSSHigh OSI, RRT, or CFI                                               Low TAWSSHigh OSI or RRT
                                                                                                                        
  Advanced plaque composition              Low TAWSSHigh OSI or RRT                                                     Low TAWSS
                                                                                                                        
  Lipid abundance                          Low TAWSSHigh OSI, RRT, or CFI                                               No relationship
                                                                                                                        
  Macrophage abundance                     Low TAWSSHigh RRT                                                            No relationship
                                                                                                                        
  Necrotic core size                       Low TAWSSHigh RRT                                                            n/a

4.1 Relation of low and multidirectional WSS with plaque initiation, progression, and composition
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In order to discuss our results on the relationship between WSS and plaque initiation and progression, it is vital to recognize the different roles of WSS in the various stages of atherosclerosis.[@cvz212-B10] In clinical studies, the presence of larger stenosis degrees leads to local elevation of the WSS. In these advanced disease stages, WSS, in combination with intravascular imaging to detect plaque composition, could serve as a marker for localizing vulnerable plaques, or form a predictor for plaque destabilization as suggested by the studies of Kumar *et al*.[@cvz212-B21] and Slager *et al*.[@cvz212-B22] Pre-clinical studies, or clinical studies that exclude narrowed arterial regions, are the only way to assess the causal role of WSS in plaque initiation and progression. In this discussion, considering our study design, we focused on the role of (multidirectional) WSS in early disease development.

Absolute WSS levels are highly dependent on the used methodology, which for example results in the, on average, lower TAWSS values in our study compared to most of the previously reported absolute values. This is most likely caused by the fact that side branches were included in our models, which lowers the flow and thus the WSS through the downstream artery. Because of this methodological dependency, a reliable comparison of the relation between different multidirectional WSS metrics and plaque development is only possible within one study. With our current study, we are the first to assess and compare the effect of five different (multidirectional) WSS metrics on plaque initiation and progression. We confirmed the findings from previous studies[@cvz212-B2]^,^[@cvz212-B9]^,^[@cvz212-B23] which showed that low TAWSS and high levels of OSI and RRT result in the highest initial plaque growth. We also observed that the same relation holds true for plaque progression. Both CFI and transWSS showed similar, but less pronounced relations with plaque initiation and progression.

As already described in a study by Koskinas *et al*.,[@cvz212-B24] WSS levels change over time. We observed that around 48% of the studied segments exhibited changes in local WSS levels. With regard to plaque initiation, the largest plaque growth was found in sectors with T~1~ low TAWSS that changed to higher TAWSS at T~2~. This local elevation of TAWSS at T~2~ can very well be caused by lumen intrusion of large plaques, which was similarly observed in human advanced disease by Kumar *et al*.[@cvz212-B21] Interestingly, in these same regions with high TAWSS at T~2~, the plaque growth rate during plaque progression between T~2~ and T~3~ was lowest of all analysed sectors. This could indicate that the growth rate of these large plaques tends to decrease when the TAWSS rises. Despite the relatively short-time period between T~2~ and T~3~, the significantly highest plaque growth rate from T~2~ to T~3~ was observed in regions with low TAWSS at T~2~, independent from the TAWSS levels at T~1~. Apparently, when low WSS is present, it triggers plaque growth, confirming the findings by Koskinas *et al*.,[@cvz212-B24] until the plaque starts to intrude into the lumen and TAWSS levels elevate. For the multidirectional WSS parameters OSI, RRT, and CFI, regions with initial (T~1~) high and subsequently (T~2~) low levels presented with the highest plaque growth rate. Although never studied before, this could mean that the multidirectionality of WSS reduces upon plaque lumen intrusion. This reduced multidirectionality then results in reduced plaque growth as observed in our plaque progression (T~2~--T~3~) analysis.

Not only plaque size, but also plaque composition is important for risk-assessment of coronary events.[@cvz212-B25] In two human studies with advanced disease, a correlation has been shown between (the development of) a positive NIRS signal (i.e. lipid-rich plaques) and high TAWSS.[@cvz212-B26]^,^[@cvz212-B27] Such a relation has never been described for earlier disease stages. In this study, we demonstrated a trend between NIRS-positive plaques and preceding low TAWSS. Multidirectional WSS metrics showed an even stronger effect, with NIRS-positive plaque development significantly more often preceded by high OSI and CFI levels compared to low multidirectional WSS. However, since the number and size of NIRS-positive regions was limited, our results on the correlation between WSS and NIRS should be interpreted with care.

The observed relation between (multidirectional) WSS and lipid-rich plaques derived from NIRS imaging was confirmed by OCT. Important to notice is that the number of OCT-detected FCAs was much lower compared to our histological findings. Reassessment of the accompanying histological data revealed that many lipid-rich necrotic cores are apparently invisible on OCT, hypothetically because they are 'shielded' by a layer of lipids in the cap structure.

Previous pre-clinical studies applied histology to determine the relation between plaque composition and WSS. These studies demonstrated that the development of advanced plaques with lipid and inflammatory cell infiltration was associated with low TAWSS.[@cvz212-B2]^,^[@cvz212-B17]^,^[@cvz212-B23]^,^[@cvz212-B28] Furthermore, Pedrigi *et al*.,[@cvz212-B17] who used a perivascular cuff to induce atherosclerosis formation, concluded that, besides low WSS, also a variant metric of the transWSS was associated with advanced plaques. In our study, we demonstrated with histology that advanced plaques with a higher lipid and inflammatory cell content and larger necrotic cores developed in regions with low WSS, confirming the results from the previous studies.[@cvz212-B2]^,^[@cvz212-B17]^,^[@cvz212-B23]^,^[@cvz212-B28] In contrast to the findings by Pedrigi *et al*.,[@cvz212-B17] transWSS was not related to plaque composition. This difference might be related to the use of the perivascular cuff in the study of Pedrigi. The narrowing of the vessel induced by this cuff can result in multidirectional flow patterns that are normally not observed in early disease stages. However, we did show that the multidirectional metric RRT was strongly associated with the development of plaques with an advanced and complex composition. High levels of OSI and CFI mainly co-localized with regions with an overall more advanced plaque phenotype and with a high lipid-content, but could not be related to macrophage abundance or necrotic core size. Following these observations, plaque inflammation might mainly be affected by low WSS resulting in a high particle-residence time (RRT), but not by more complex flow patterns expressed by the OSI and CFI.

Although shear stress is known to influence plaque composition over time, thereby also affects the risk on plaque rupture, analysis of the structural stress in the vessel wall better predict the immediate risk on cardiovascular events. Wall stress can be assessed using computational modelling with the plaque composition and loading conditions as input.[@cvz212-B29] Recently, more advanced methodologies have been applied, such as fluid-structure interaction, but these methods require input on often unknown boundary conditions.[@cvz212-B30]^,^[@cvz212-B31]

Many of our above-mentioned findings were most pronounced in our advanced-diseased pigs, while in our mildly-diseased pigs, mainly the TAWSS and the RRT were associated with plaque development. The observed differences between MD and AD pigs will be discussed below.

4.2 Advanced and mildly diseased pigs: difference in plaque growth and response to WSS metrics
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

We observed clear differences in plaque size and growth, but also in the response to WSS between MD and AD animals, despite similar WSS levels and conventional risk factors. The difference in response to WSS between the ADs and MDs indicates that, as commonly accepted, besides WSS, more factors are (synergistically) involved in determining the sensitivity for plaque development. As discovered in a previous study by our group (Hoogendoorn *et al*., unpublished data, 2019), a pronounced difference in low-density lipoprotein profile between the ADs and MDs makes the AD pigs much more prone to develop (coronary) atherosclerosis. Recent publications confirm these findings and show that, also in patients, differences in specific lipoprotein profiles can result in inter-individual differences in cardiovascular outcome.[@cvz212-B32]^,^[@cvz212-B33] Since WSS is mainly a factor that triggers the local influx of inflammatory cells and lipids into the vessel wall in an already high-risk systemic environment, differences in systemic risk factors like the low-density lipoprotein profile might explain why WSS in the MDs is not as strongly associated with plaque growth as in the ADs. However, despite a systemic predisposition for plaque growth in the AD pigs, plaque development and progression were strongly related to shear stress in both groups of pigs, implying an essential role for shear stress in plaque development.

Unfortunately, comparison of these results with other pre-clinical WSS literature is difficult, since animals that present with limited plaque growth are regarded as 'non-responders' and are often not taken into account for analysis. To make an honest assessment of the role of WSS in plaque development, thereby also better mimicking the large variability in disease development observed in human populations, we retained the MD pigs in the analysis.

4.3 The predictive value of multidirectional WSS metrics
--------------------------------------------------------

To enable the future application of WSS measurements in the clinic, establishing its PPV for plaque progression is important. The PREDICTION study[@cvz212-B5] reported a PPV of low TAWSS of 25% in comparison to 50% in our study. The higher PPV in our study could, at least in part, be explained by the fact that, in contrast to all PREDICTION patients, our animals did not receive statin treatment which is known to induce plaque regression. In stable ACS patients, Rikhtegar *et al*.[@cvz212-B12] reported that multidirectional WSS parameters might be a better predictor for plaque localization at one-time point than low TAWSS (low TAWSS: 31%; high OSI: 35%; high RRT: 49%). In our study, where the effect of WSS metrics on plaque development *over time* was assessed, we show that low TAWSS and high RRT are the best predictors, partially contrasting the results of Rikhtegar *et al*. Finally, while most studies have evaluated the PPV of WSS for plaque size, we are the first to assess the predictive value of WSS for plaque composition. Interestingly, we observed that WSS might be an even better predictor for the development of FCA than for plaque *size* \[PPV of 61% (TAWSS and RRT) vs. 50% (TAWSS) and 49% (RRT)\]. With this study, we enabled, for the first time, a reliable one-to-one comparison of five different WSS metrics for plaque development. Based on our results, we can now conclude that, although multidirectional WSS is significantly involved in the disease process, low TAWSS remains the strongest driving factor and predictor of both plaque initiation and progression. This finding could offer an advantage with regard to computational times since TAWSS can reliably be approached by stationary simulations.[@cvz212-B34] These stationary simulations are much less time-consuming than full time-dependent simulations that are needed for multidirectional WSS calculations.

4.4 Limitations
---------------

The present study has a number of limitations. First, the coronary arteries were modelled as static non-moving arteries. We showed in an earlier study that shear stress in a natural moving and deforming coronary artery is well approximated by modelling steady mean flow in the rigid diastolic geometry of this coronary artery.[@cvz212-B35] Second, the number of pigs used in this study was small, and the unexpected split into advanced- and mildly-diseased animals further reduced the number of arteries that were available to investigate advanced plaque development. However, multiple sectors within one coronary artery were analysed to capture the local WSS effect. A linear mixed-effects model was applied to correct for remaining dependencies. Using this approach, a statistically significant effect of multidirectional WSS on plaque development could be identified in both types of pigs. Furthermore, since the absolute levels of OSI, CFI and transWSS were low, the division of the WSS tertiles could be considered as somewhat artificial. Still, we did find significant relations between the relative levels of these metrics and both plaque size and composition.

5. Conclusion
=============

In the present study, we combined detailed invasive imaging and histopathology to demonstrate that the highest plaque growth rate was exclusively found at low TAWSS or high multidirectional WSS at both T~1~ (for plaque initiation) and T~2~ (for plaque progression). Regions with initial low TAWSS which, over time, turned into regions with high TAWSS, demonstrated the overall largest plaque growth. For multidirectional WSS, the largest plaque growth was found in regions with initial high levels of OSI, RRT, and CFI that changed into regions with low levels of these parameters. These elevated TAWSS levels and reduced multidirectional WSS levels at T~2~ are probably due to the development of lumen-intruding plaques. The development of plaques with an advanced plaque *composition* was also related to low TAWSS and high OSI, RRT or CFI, but not to transWSS. While the predictive values of the individual multidirectional WSS metrics for plaque growth were high, advanced plaque *composition* was even more reliably predicted by (multidirectional) WSS metrics with the TAWSS and RRT being the strongest predictors. The differences between the AD and MD pigs stress the importance of a synergistic effect of systemic risk factors and local shear stress levels. The overall results highlight that, although multidirectional WSS is significantly involved in coronary plaque initiation and progression, low TAWSS remains the best predictive clinical marker for the vulnerable disease development.
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Translational perspectiveWall shear stress (WSS) plays a key role in coronary atherosclerotic plaque development and destabilization. However, the multidirectionality of WSS is rarely taken into account. In this pre-clinical study, we demonstrated that both plaque initiation and progression were related to low and multidirectional WSS. Therefore, regions exposed to low and/or multidirectional WSS regions throughout disease development, continue to be at risk for further plaque progression. The high predictive values of almost all multidirectional WSS metrics for plaque progression and advanced plaque composition demonstrated the potential of multidirectional WSS as an additional predictive clinical marker for vulnerable disease.
